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…to the Shropshire Mammal Group newsletter for Summer 2015. 

Well, it must be summer because Springwatch is over for another 
year, the sun is shining (at the moment) and the Solstice has passed, so the 
nights are drawing in once again.  But we’ve been out and about this spring 
and there’s some great summer events ahead to get you out there observing  
mammals and not stuck to your screen reading this... wonderful though it is! 

I must pay tribute and particular thanks to the sterling efforts of the top 
contributor to this issue, namely our Chair, Stuart Edmunds, who has 
contributed a massive five (FIVE!) articles and snippets to this issue, which is 
dedicated to him as a result. Stu continues to share his extensive experience 
of camera trapping; in this issue he covers the choices to be made when 
placing the trap in the environment.  As you will see from his other articles, 
he’s had a particularly busy spring this year; two telly appearances, he’s been 
through the desert (on a horse with no name?) and even more mammal 
excitement is to come for him in August, if he can bear it*, hahaha… But that’s 
another article for another issue, I hope. 

Elsewhere in the issue, and written by other contributors, we have a 
disturbing but egg-citing crime report from Apley Woods in Telford, a preview 
of my own upcoming bones article for the Mammal Society’s Mammal News 
magazine, an update on SMG membership numbers from Malcolm our 
membership secretary, and most of all I’m really pleased to welcome to the 
Newsletter Paolo Viscardi, a friend and top osteology curator from London’s 

Horniman Museum, who is spearheading the work of the Natural Sciences 

Collections Association seeking to identify and map natural history 
collections throughout the UK and Ireland. The expectation is that will enable 
local groups and individuals to locate museums and other public collections 
which, it’s hoped, will permit access to private researchers. It’s a really 
worthwhile initiative so please do check over the website and should you 
need to conduct any private research into collections, please mention the 
NatSCA site when you contact the curator. 

The Mammal Eyewitness feature will return in a future issue, when more 
people have seen some interesting British mammals close-up, and can be 
persuaded to write about them! 

With very best wishes for the holiday season ahead! 

Ric Morris                             ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk 
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Phew… 
whatta 
scorcher! 

*Remembering… 

…my own bear 

watching trip to 

Finland, ten years 

ago this month…  

 
‘Russian Bears at the 
Finnish Line’  is 

available as a talk to 

your club or society. 

Just contact Ric. 
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There has been plenty happening when it comes to Shropshire mammals since the last bumper edition of 

our newsletter. We have been involved in numerous events and thanks to some hard work from Lorcan, we 

have recorded more mammal sightings this year than ever before. Otters continue to top the mammal 

records at the moment and Shropshire certainly seems to be a hotspot for our favourite riparian friends. 
Dormice also appear to be faring well so far, particularly on Wenlock Edge, where the dormouse nest 

box schemes (and a couple of inhabitants) were featured on BBC Midlands Today. 

 
 

But none of those records quite topped the rarity of the year so far; the 

huge red deer stag of the Wrekin woodlands. The stag was previously the 
stuff of urban legend, but some video footage recorded in Lawley proved 

that a red deer is indeed roaming around the woods of Telford. It is well 

known that fallow deer populations in the same area have exploded in 

recent years and it would appear that this stag (he has been referred to as 
the Wrekin Warrior- and ‘Geoff’), unable to find any other red deer in the 

area has joined a large herd of fallows. The most likely explanation for his 

presence in Shropshire is that he has escaped from one of the few deer 
parks in the county, but how he has managed to survive relatively 

unnoticed for so long will remain a mystery! 

 
 

 

 
 

 

8th April 2015, and the sleepy hamlet of Apley Woods was in shock today as news of the arrest of Bad Betty 

Burrows the Bunny spread through the community like a rampant case of myxomatosis. It seems that Bad 

Betty had stolen a number of chocolate eggs from her big brother, Bertie, 
and hidden them in the trees and bushes around the woods. Twenty-five 

young children, accompanied by their parents, assisted local Police in 

locating the eggs and apprehending Betty, who was found cowering behind 
the boughs of the old Red Cedar tree. 

Friends of Apley Woods’ chairperson, Rosemary Jones, calling on all her 

previous teaching experience, severely reprimanded Betty who, following 
an impressive display of amateur dramatics and crocodile tears, was let off 

with a caution. Mrs Jones felt that the humiliation Betty had already 

suffered through choosing to hide in a tree that, evidently, members of the 
public like to pass through as a short cut, coupled with coming face to face 

with an aggressive Collie that clearly wasn’t a fan of Leporidae, was punishment 

enough. An unrepentant Betty vowed that next time 
she would buck up her ideas and find a quieter tree. 

Note from the Chair                    by Stuart Edmunds, SMG Chair 

 

“The Woods Warbler”                 by Leporine crime reporter Julie Burroughs 

 

Latest: To avoid further unkind remarks, Betty is 

seeking surgery for her droopy scut.  (Just a tad "low 
hanging", or as someone said, "more like an udder!" 

The hazards of wearing a one-size-fits-all suit) 

Not the Wrekin Warrior himself, but a bit that had recently fallen 
off his head.  Ignore the sit-upon lawnmower impaled upon the 

antler tines. Right- Stu modelling the asymmetrical look.  Photos 
courtesy of @PinemartensUK 

Read more about Stuart’s encounters with 
BBC film crews on page 8 
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Natural history collections can help support biological recorders and naturalist groups by providing 

specimens, expertise and resources that help validate identifications. They also hold verifiable data that can 
provide a historic baseline for population distributions, allowing changes to be mapped. Some collections may 

also offer opportunities for lodging voucher specimens from biological recording activities, improving the quality and 

scientific value of data records. 

 

The Natural Sciences Collections Association (NatSCA) is currently trying 

to find every natural history collection in the UK & Ireland, discover what 

they have and get an idea of what state they're in as part of a project 
called Natural History Near You. NatSCA wants to make this information 

as accessible as possible, in order to support people who want to use 

collections. Hundreds of collections have already been identified, many 
with details about the quantity and types of material they hold, and you 

can see them on the map at http://natsca.org/NHNearYou - just click on 

the dots to see details of the collection. 

 

This is a crowdsourcing project and we need your help to add more 

collections to the map, improve the data for collections already on there, 
and to spread the word about the project. New collections can be added 

using the form below the map and more information can be added to 

existing collections entries by clicking the ‘edit’ link in the top of the information boxes that pop up on the map. 

Sharing the information can be done using social media, by email or by word of mouth; the more people who hear 
about it, the more people who can use it and help improve it!                                                             Paolo Viscardi 

 

As many of you will be aware, we have been working hard to build up our mammal records for Shropshire 

with the aim of putting together the first mammal Atlas of the county. The Atlas could be produced in 

a number of formats, for example, Staffordshire Mammal Group’s Atlas was in a 
magazine style format, whereas Cheshire produced an expensive hardback Atlas of 

over 180 pages. 

 

The first stage for putting the Atlas together will be some consultation and 
discussion so we can decide what the Atlas should and shouldn’t include. Once 

we have put a proposal together, we can then work towards obtaining funds for 

the final production and publication. With that in mind, we would like to invite 
members to an informal Atlas 

meeting in September. If you have 

any suggestions, or experience in 
producing publications*, we would 

love for you to come along to 

offer any helpful advice. 

 

Putting Natural History Collections on the Map   by Paolo Viscardi                                                                                                    

Paolo Viscardi is a natural history curator at London’s Horniman Museum, responsible for the fossil and bone collections. He’s 
Chair of the Natural Science Collections Association (NatSCA) and a Fellow of the Linnaean Society.  He was scientific adviser 

to BBC4’s Secrets of Bones documentary, presented by Ben Garrod, as well as to Jake McGowan-Lowe, teenage science 

blogger and author of the young peoples’ science book ‘Jake’s Bones’.  Paolo is a leading member of the increasingly popular 
and vibrant osteology enthusiast fraternity on Twitter, occasionally known as the bonegeeks.  He writes about bones and 

museum curios every Friday, on his ‘Zygoma’  blog- Paoloviscardi.com. 

The Shropshire Mammal Atlas: your thoughts 
                                                                                                               by Stuart Edmunds 

Staffs Mammal Group Atlas with sample page layout 

The meeting will take place at 

Preston Montford Field Studies Council 
centre on Wednesday 16th September 

between 7pm and 9pm. 

 

* - Do newsletters count? - Ric 
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As many of you remember, before I took on editing responsibilities for the SMG Newsletter, I used to write 

short mammal bones identification articles for previous editions. (Those days will come again, I promise!)  
In November 2013 I delivered a short presentation to the Mammal Society’s Autumn Conference, hosted in 

Shropshire, and I was honoured to be asked by Hilary Conlon to produce longer, more detailed bones ID articles for the 

Mammal Society’s magazine Mammal News, which she edits. Those of you who enjoy joint membership of SMG and 
TMS will have seen all or some of the four articles that have been published to date. 

 

I wanted to cover bat bones for my next article, to be published in the upcoming issue of Mammal News, but I had a 

problem in that despite writing a very short article about them in SMG Newsletter issue 13, I have next to no bat 
skeleton material in my own collection.  I didn’t want to simply repeat material I’d found in books, and detailed macro 

photos of the bones against a black background has become my preferred style 

of illustration, so a visit to a museum or a good representative collection of at 
least the major species was urgently needed- somewhere who would be happy to 

allow me to photograph and examine the bones.  

 
Enter the Ledbury-based Vincent Wildlife Trust to the rescue.  At about this time 

a photograph of a selection of greater horseshoe bat bones extracted from a 

barn owl pellet appeared on their Facebook page- with TWO skulls- and that was 
enough to set me off.  A Facebook message to the page admin produced a very 

swift response and in short order I was placed in contact with the VWT reserves 

manager, one Colin Morris, who as far as we both are aware, is no relation.  
Colin manages all the VWT sites and reserves which are important for their 

horseshoe bat populations, of which the vast majority are in Dorset and Devon. 

He is a very knowledgeable bat enthusiast- an expert, one might say- and it 

had been his pellet find that had been photographed and placed on Facebook.  
He was kind enough to allow me access to his bat bone collection held in an 

office above agricultural dealers on an anonymous industrial estate, and what a 

collection that was!  All his material is of course appropriately licensed by 
Natural England, and has been accumulated over many years.  The permitted 

specimens on his license have increased from an initial thirty to 300 and 

beyond; extended as necessary as Colin refuses to throw any specimens out.  
It is now approaching 500, all carefully inventoried and comprising skulls, 

partial skeletons, mummified and desiccated bats, as well as fully 

cleaned and whitened specimens. The majority of them are 
Rhinolophids– horseshoe bats, since they are by far the most 

common in the reserves he manages. 

 

The Mammal News article will give suitable technical detail for 
those to whom it is of interest (although I couldn’t cover the 

characteristics of each and every specimen of every British bat 

species- that’s for the future) but in this article I wanted to share 
with you some pictures of the most exciting specimens, some of 

which have been 

published on 
Facebook.  I also 

carried out certain 

measurements on 
the bones, which 

don’t form part of 

the Mammal News 
article and are 

published here for 

the first time. 

 
Ric Morris  

Notes from the VWT Bat Cave                      by Ric Morris 

A set of characteristic bones of a Vespertilionid bat, Plecotus auritus, 
the brown long eared bat. From left, the dorsal view of skull and 
mandible; scapula (in this species it’s unusually pointed for a 

Vespertilionid) and clavicle; and the major bones of both wings dried 
into a folded position.  Note the humerus of one wing is detached.  On 

the far right can be seen the femur and tibia of a hind leg. 
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Species Skull length Skull width Mandible length Radius/Ulna Humerus 

Lesser horseshoe (specimen ref 72) 15.82 mm 8.3 mm 10.04 mm n/a n/a 

Greater horseshoe (91) 23.82 mm 11.51 mm n/a n/a n/a 

Natterer’s  (98) 15.08 mm 9.4 mm 11.43 mm 1. 35.89 mm 

2. 36.15 mm 

21.33 mm 

Noctule (99) 18.99 mm 14.01 mm 14.65 mm 50.07 mm 32.31 mm 

Serotine  (129) 20.51 mm 14.12 mm 15.34 mm 49.12 mm 31.62 mm 

Brown long-eared (177) 17.05 mm 8.99 mm 10.88 mm 38.07 mm 23.63 mm 

Greater horseshoe- 2 skulls 

(404) 

1. 23.37 mm 

2. 20.52 (broken) 

1. 12.39 mm 

2. 11.78 mm 

1. 15.36 mm* 

2. 15.23 mm* 

48.97 mm 33.54 m 

  

*Impossible to identify which mandible is correctly paired with which skull.  This set of bones were the owl pellet 

skull finds which Colin had originally posted to Facebook.  

Size comparison in the dorsal view between the two 
species of Rhinolophid bats.  The greater horseshoe 
to the left still has dried soft tissue attaching the 

jaws and the stalk like premaxillae bones holding the 
vestigial incisor teeth can be seen in position.  The 

more completely cleaned lesser horseshoe specimen 
to the right has already lost these fragile bones.  

 
Complete torso and hind limbs 
of greater horseshoe bat 

Rhinolophus ferrumequinum 
showing pointed scapula in 

place; strong clavicle or 
collarbone; and the thick, wide 

ribs. The most noticeable 
feature of the bats’ lower hind 
limb is its reconfiguration to 

allow the knee joint to point 
sideways and backwards, 
rather than forwards.   

Colin’s collection is not all about bats! This is a remarkable weasel 
skull Mustela nivalis, with an infestation of the skull-eroding 

nematode parasite, Skrjabingylus nasicola 
A closer look at Tyson’s re-healed fracture. It 

looks as if there has been some additional 
bone growth at the proximal end of the tibia 

too- the end of the bone at the left of this 
photograph. 

The table below sets out some of the measurements I took on certain of the bat bones that I 

photographed. One key indicator in bat species identification is the length of the forearm.  Naturally 
on the living bat or the mummified corpse there will be a few fractions of a millimetre difference 

between that measurement and that of the clean bone, although differences of that subtle degree 
are not necessarily important to achieving a correct identification. 
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Last time around, I delved into the wonderful world of camera trap technology, by giving an introduction 

to the range of models currently available. Like any other hobby, a certain amount of practice is required 

when first starting out with camera traps. We will have all experienced the frustration of leaving our 

cameras out for a few nights, only to return to find that a leafy branch or wavy grass triggered it so many times that 
the memory card had filled up in the first hour. Or we might have set a camera up that appeared to be pointing at the 

correct area, but upon checking, was actually focused on an area 4 feet above where we thought it was. This is never 

more annoying than when you have gone to collect a camera and discovered lots of digging signs or fresh scat! So, on 
this occasion, I will offer some advice for using camera traps and suggestions for the placement of them. 

 

Trails 
In the USA, camera traps were given the name “trail camera”, having been 

designed for deploying on obvious game trails, allowing hunters to monitor 

game movement. And it is along trails around Shropshire that I have had the 

most success with my cameras. Badger trails are often the most easily 
noticeable trails, particularly during the summer months when they carve their 

paths through growing vegetation. Once you have located a trail through 

woodland, there is often then difficult to place a camera somewhere that isn’t 
in line with moving vegetation. I usually take a pair of secateurs out with, to 

trim any hanging branches or bracken stalks, taking care not to cause too much 

unnecessary disturbance or damage. I set my cameras on hazel sticks of about 4cm diameter, 
which can be quickly pushed into the ground firmly.  Alternatively, if there is a tree suitably 

located, I will use the tree instead, but I often find that it is easier just to have a stick with me. 

Cameras can be set at any height; the instructions often recommend putting them at least 5 feet 
high to cover a wider area. I prefer to leave cameras set up at about 2 feet, which allows for a 

better view of the mammal (as long as it approaches the camera).  

 

Footprints 
Many mammals are creatures of habit and will make journeys along the same routes on a number 

of occasions. Otters often leave obvious prints in wet mud along river banks and under bridges, in 

areas which are often ideal for placing a hazel stick to tie a camera to.  
 

Latrines 

Badgers often leave latrines, or dung pits along territorial boundaries 
and may return to the site on a number of occasions per week, so it 

is always worth leaving a camera set up in these areas. Foxes tend to 

leave scats along established paths, so if there is a sign of scat, it is 
also likely that a mammal will return along that path within a few 

days.  

 
Feeding sites 

I have found feeding sites (ie areas where feeding remains of nuts, bird parts 

and pine cones have been left) good locations for cameras. Some mammals, 

particularly rodents prefer to eat in established areas and it is always satisfying 
to discover them returning to feed at set times of the day.  

 

Feeding stations 
In Sweden camera traps are called "åtelkamera" which is literally translated as 

"feeding place camera." I have tried setting up a feeding station for polecats on 

a number of occasions, with little joy. Feeding stations will attract a wide range 
of wildlife, including foxes, badgers, buzzards and crows. Polecats, stoats and 

weasels are much more wary of baited areas. I used to put peanut butter out as 

bait, but found that wood mice usually took all the bait before anything else got 
anywhere near it!  

 

 

Placing that Camera Trap!                        by Stuart Edmunds 

Badger trail from sett. Photo- Stu. 
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Predated bird remains featuring wings, 
vertebrae and pelvis but no head. Photo- Ric. 

Stu’s file name for this image simply 

reads ‘Lovely Spraint’.  No caption 
needed, therefore. But it looks to 

have frog bones in it. 
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Burrows 

For some species, a licence is required to approach or disturb their burrows, 
badgers and otters being the main mammals. Because of this, I do not 

recommend installing camera traps anywhere too close to holes and burrows, 

unless you are either licenced or confident that the holes aren’t those of a 
protected species. There are usually trails leading out from badger setts, so it 

is a better idea to install a camera on one of those trails a 

good 10m from the sett to avoid causing disturbance. 

 
Security  

If you are setting up a piece of expensive equipment out 

in the countryside, security must always be kept in mind and adds a further area of thought to using a camera trap. It 
is sometimes the case that the best locations for mammal activity are in an area heavily used by humans and it is 

never worth the risk of assuming that someone will not steal your camera. Many camera traps are stolen around the 

UK because they were deployed along public foot paths, or too close to bridleways and motocross routes. Because of 
this, it is much safer to put a camera a good few metres off rights of way, 

behind objects which act as a natural barrier so the camera isn’t in view. 

If this isn’t possible, look for somewhere else. Most of my best footage 
was recorded off the beaten track in areas so well hidden that I even had 

trouble locating the cameras myself. A GPS can help with this, but it is 

also worth photographing each camera once deployed, which you can 
later refer to as a rough location guide.  

 

Happy camera trapping...and don’t forget to share your footage with us! 

Stuart Edmunds 
 

 

 

 

Shropshire Mammal Group is grateful to its corporate members for their support. 
 

Pearce Environment Ltd 

Whitchurch Community Water Vole Project 

- Ellesmere Branch 

Ricoh Ltd 

Meres and Mosses Landscape Partnership Scheme / Nature Improvement Area 

The National Trust (Cardingmill Valley) 

The British Hedgehog Preservation Society 

 
As of the date of the most recent Committee meeting, 1st June 2015, there are 90 paid-up members of the Group.  
Dual membership with The Mammal Society has increased and is now working well with 35 joint members.  Thanks to 

all who continue to support us.  The easiest way to join or rejoin is to go to the JOIN page on the group's website: 

http://shropshiremammalgroup.com/join-2/ where you will be given the option of paying by cheque, internet banking 
or BACS transfer, or by setting up a direct debit using GoCardless. New members will now renew on the anniversary of 

joining, which is to accommodate the dual memberships with the Mammal Society.  

 

Malcolm Monie 

An apparently unused hole, but which got a good deal 
of attention from a fox one night during the weeks the 
camera was on site. Photo-Stu 

Corporate Members of Shropshire Mammal Group 
(and Membership Matters!)             by Malcolm Monie,  Membership Secretary 

A Spypoint HD deployed in woods at Black Marsh, south Shropshire. Pic- Stu 
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http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/carding-mill-valley-and-shropshire-hills/
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One of the great positives of my job role at Shropshire Wildlife Trust is that I am lucky enough to spend time 

promoting Shropshire’s wildlife, generally through local press and digital media. Occasionally, stories are 

picked up by the BBC, particularly when mammals are involved and in late March, I received a call from the 
producers of Countryfile to ask if a crew could come out to film the hedgehogs I was caring for over the winter. During 

the call, I mentioned the dormice schemes I have been involved with and before I could finish, the producer had 

already decided that both stories sounded ideal for an episode to be televised in April.  

 
On 1st April, I had the surreal experience of entertaining a film crew, producers and presenter Ellie 

Harrison at my house in Newport to talk all about my hedgehog enclosure, which takes up a good 

portion of the back garden! Waiting around until dusk for the hedgehogs to come out, we filmed a 
few pieces about why I have been caring for hedgehogs and the shocking decline of these spiny 

mammals. When nightfall arrived, the crew waited patiently for the appearance of one of the 

hedgehogs; the light levels eventually becoming 
too low for filming. As predicted, none of 

the hedgehogs chose to come out on this 

occasion! 
 

The following day, we planned to visit the dormouse nestboxes at 

Wenlock Edge with the hope of spotting one of the dormice. Once 
there, we met John Craven, presenter for the piece and had to wrap 

up in about 5 layers of clothing due to an unseasonably cold wind. 

The conditions were hardly ideal for spotting dormice. After leading 

John Craven around the woodland to check 10 boxes, it was clear 
that the mammals weren’t prepared to play ball for this episode 

of Countryfile! Instead, we filmed the preparation of my latest 

scheme of setting dormouse tubes and cameras high up in the 
canopy of Wenlock Edge. This was a challenge in itself as the wind 

picked up and made climbing slightly more dangerous than we had 

hoped. Fortunately, all climbing responsibilities fell to my SWT 
colleague Matt Hawkins, who demonstrated perfectly how to climb 30 feet into 

a tree with ropes and harnesses and deploy a camera pointing at a nest tubes. 

The cameraman in charge filmed Matt from various angles, doing the same 
thing each time; climbing the tree, dangerously reaching out to a limb to set 

a tube up, then swinging around against the trunk to set the camera trap. 

Needless to say, all of those takes were cut from the final piece!  

 
With no actual mammal footage, our next and final stop was Wall Farm near 

Telford, where I had arranged for us to release two of my hedgehogs in 

suitable habitat. There, we worked with both presenters to create brash piles 
as cover for the hogs, so that John and Ellie could be filmed passing me the 

hedgehogs to release in the hedgerow. I warned them that this would need to be done as quickly as possible, 

so as to avoid causing the hogs any stress and because hedgehogs prefer to be undercover during the day, I also 
prepared the camera crew for getting their shots of the animals scrambling straight for cover. Having had little luck 

with mammals over the two days so far, I fully expected the hedgehogs to 

disappear quickly into the brash. But of course, what actually happened was 
that they instead chose to wander around freely in the open, sniffing the air 

and even giving a demonstration of self-anointing* to the cameras, 

contradicting everything I had just been filmed saying. So, in addition to 
putting some of our Shropshire mammals firmly in the minds of a 6 million 

strong TV audience, the episode gave a great example of how unpredictable 

wild mammals can be. The phrase “never work with 

animals” could never have rung so true! 
Stuart Edmunds 

 

When John met Stu.  (If memory serves, I believe the word ‘fluffy’ was used 
by John- and broadcast- at some point in this conversation.  Or maybe just 
‘small and furry’. Oh well… I can’t actually remember now. But I bet Stu 

does).  Photo- Kate Price. 

Ellie Harrison on a previous 
visit to Shropshire. Photo- Ric. 

Crazed camera crew photobomber by Kate 

Shropshire Mammals on Countryfile            by Stuart Edmunds 

 

*‘Grumpy’ filmed at night on a previous occasion, 

self-anointing - basically spreading frothy saliva 
over his prickles, after chewing Stuart’s shoe.   
Photo- Stu. 
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In May, I visited San Diego, California to meet up with people involved with conservation in a very 

different geographical setting to what I am used to in Shropshire. With my trusty Bushnell packed, I met 

with San Diego Tracking Team for a few days and was treated to a camping tour of Anza Borrego Desert 

with the expectations of viewing Bighorn Sheep, desert kit fox, coyote, kangaroo rats, bobcats and if we 
were lucky enough, a mountain lion. Within two days, we saw the wild sheep as they bounded effortlessly up sheer 

rock faces, numerous small rodents (there are over 30 species of mice alone in California!) and a very impressive 

black-tailed jack-rabbit with the largest ears I have ever seen. 

 

After two days of exploration, 

we came across a sand dune 

with obvious trails left by a 

canid, so it was inevitable that 

my camera trap would be 

deployed with the aim of 

filming a desert kit fox. So, 

rather than attach the camera 

to the usual English tree, on 

this occasion I carefully 

attached it to a very spiky 

Cholla cactus aiming 

approximately in the direction 

of the trail.  

 

The following morning, after the team had left me 

alone to continue my adventure, I headed back to the 

cactus in the dunes, following a fresh line of prints 

across the sand. I couldn't possibly have captured a 

desert kit fox (tiny in comparison to our red fox) in 

one night could I? By luck, on checking the camera, 

a desert kit fox; not much bigger than a rabbit had 

ventured into the range of the camera trap and 

triggered it on 4 occasions, even treating me to a 

display of hunting mice and voles buried in burrows 

in the sand below. It was only a few days later 

that I was told that no one from the tracking team 

had ever caught a kit fox on their camera traps 

before; news which more than made up for the 

lack of mountain lions! 

 

Later that week, I also successfully caught film of bobcats, ground 

squirrels and rabbits, though I was still some way short of filming the remaining 100+ 

mammal species inhabiting the seemingly lifeless arid landscape of southern California. 

 

Stuart Edmunds. 
 

  

Camera Trapping the Desert       words and photos by Stuart Edmunds     

 

The desert kit fox, Vulpes macrotis, as captured by Stu.  Same genus as our red fox Vulpes vulpes, 
same dental formula and number of teeth (i 3/3, c 1/1, pm 4/4, m 2/3 x 2 = 42) but the skull is under 

130mm (five inches) long, against around 155mm (six inches or so) for the red fox. 

Note the hi-tec handkerchief (?) shielding the plastic casing 
of the Bushnell 119677 camera from the desert sun. Should 

think it needed it. 
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Small mammals of Longden Road Cemetery  

When?  Saturday June 27, 9:00am – 12:00pm  

Where?  Longden Road, Shrewsbury SY3 7HS .        
Description:  Meet the wildlife of Longden Road Cemetery for a morning of 
mammal, moth and invertebrate surveying with county experts and Friends of 

Longden Road Cemetery. Working as part of the Caring for God's Acre 

initiative. Meet at the entrance near The Red Barn Pub. 

There is parking available on the road and a few spaces outside the church. 
______________________________________________ 

Otter tracking  

When?  Saturday July 4, 9am – 12pm  
Where?  Cheney Longville, Craven Arms, Shropshire SY7   

Description:  Join Stuart on a search for fresh otter field signs...and 

maybe even spot the otter herself!  
_______________________________________________ 

Fordhall Farm Bioblitz  

When? Saturday / Sunday July 11 & 12, 2015  
Where?  Fordhall Organic Farm, Market Drayton TF9 3PS  

Description:  Small mammal trapping, footprint tracking trays 

and camera traps will be checked to discover more 
of the mammals at this wildlife friendly farm.  

 

_______________________________________________ 

Bowbrook Allotments mammal trapping  
When?  Sunday July 19, 9:30am – 12:30pm  

Where:  Bowbrook Community Allotments, Mytton Oak Road, Shrewsbury  
(Note- Google Maps show the allotments in the wrong place! They’re on the south side of Mytton Oak Road) 

Description:  Join Peta Marshall for a morning of small mammal trap 

checks for the second year running and see if she can find 
more mammals than last year! 

______________________________________________________ 

 And finally…   
 

 
*  Please note the monthly Dormouse nut 

hunts continue at Llynclys on 19/7, 16/8 

and 20/9, see previous newsletters for 
joining instructions. 

 

____________________________ 
 

Some more camera trap stills from Stu… 

(does this make 6 articles?) 

With many thanks once again to everyone for the positive feedback for Issue 22 and, as ever, to all contributors 

(especially Stuart) who have supplied material.  I hope that you enjoy this issue and I will 

of course be pleased to receive your opinions via email or social media.  Articles, photos, reviews 

and cartoons or topic suggestions for future issues will be very warmly welcomed!  Remember 
it’s your Mammal Group, and your Newsletter.  Happy summer… best regards… Ric.    

Diary dates for forthcoming events 
                                                                        Brought to you by various members of the SMG Committee! 
(Paul Roberts has stepped down as Events Coordinator for personal reasons so many thanks are due for his hard work in the past)                                   
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